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Maximize the performance and availability of network  applications and the network infrastructure with application performance  management

	
    Learn and understand the business case for application  performance management

    
	
    Understand how to identify applications critical to your  business model

    
	
    Identify basic application characteristics and how they can be  optimized for transmission

    
	
    Understand the principle of proactive planning in order to  maintain the delivery criteria necessary for your business critical  applications

    
	
    Improve service delivery and outsourcing decisions by utilizing  meaningful SLAs

    
	
    Identify and solve network application performance problems,  saving valuable time and money

    
	
    Includes real-world case studies that cover design and  performance issues

    


The astounding growth of computer networking in recent years  has been characterized by the struggle of network managers to keep pace with the  demand for network resources. As more and more users, running more and more  applications, demand increased network bandwidth and performance, network  managers find themselves adding expensive capacity in an effort to satisfy the  needs of their customers. Yet networks remain congested, and applications  continue to run slowly. Moreover, new aggressive applications, an ever expanding  set of business stakeholders, and demands for greater reliability and security  compound this struggle.

Optimizing Applications on Cisco  Networks takes a practical look at how application performance management  can assist in the end-to-end application delivery model by proactively  identifying hot spots within an organization. This book covers network dependent  application delivery, with an emphasis on optimizing the underlying  infrastructure, procedures, and methodologies to aid and measure delivery. The  book also covers applications, delivery techniques, and QoS protocols.

Use Optimizing Applications on Cisco  Networks to identify and profile business critical applications, define  and establish service-level criteria, and ensure that these system  configurations are continually assessed to maintain the desired level of  service.

This book is part of the Networking Technology Series from  Cisco Press, which offers networking professionals valuable information for  constructing efficient networks, understanding new technologies, and building  successful careers.
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The Nintendo Wii Pocket GuidePeachpit Press, 2007
Here is your essential companion to the best-selling Wii game console. The Nintendo Wii Pocket Guide steers you through how to

	Set up your Wii and connect it to your network.
	Make your way around the Wii Channels.
	Pick and use Wii controllers, including the Wii Remote, Nunchuk, and Classic and...
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Interconnect RC and Layout Extraction for VLSITrafford Publishing, 2012

	This book provides detailed information on the interconnect RC and layout extraction in integrated circuit chips. The RC and layout extraction is a part of the job in the physical design and timing analysis for high-speed circuit design. The accuracy of interconnects RC model as well as the extracted device sizes from the physical layout are...
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Beginning Illustration and Storyboarding for Games (Premier Press Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2004
The creative work involved in creating concept art for games is one of the most rewarding jobs that an artist can have. In fact, it is possibly the most creative job in the entire game industry. Concept artists have the opportunity to visualize things that have never been seen before. They create the visual design of games. It is a huge...
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Photoshop Elements 12: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Whether you’re a photographer, scrapbooker, or aspiring graphic artist, Photoshop Elements 12 is an ideal image-editing tool—once you know how to use it. This bestselling book removes the guesswork. With candid, jargon-free advice and step-by-step guidance, you’ll get the most out of Elements for everything from...
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The Power of Real-Time Social Media Marketing: How to Attract and Retain Customers and Grow the Bottom Line in the Globally Connected WorldMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Today's Hottest Trends for On-the-Spot Marketing!


	"A must read for media and marketers.”

	—Alan Cohen, CEO, OMD USA


	"What do fish tacos, data storage, and disaster relief all have in common? Each has harnessed the power of marketing that amplifies via the real-time social web....
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Pro JavaScript Performance: Monitoring and VisualizationApress, 2012

	Performance is a hugely important area of web development. If your site runs slowly, users are going to leave, and the problem only grows as your site gets more popular. Pro JavaScript Performance gives you the tools you need to keep your sites smooth and responsive no matter how many users you have.

	

	Best...
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